
Motion Issue Relevant Board Motion Outcome

2021-2

We propose that WSO add 

page numbers to the 

Kindle edition of the Big 

Red Book that correspond 

to the pages in the print 

edition.

Motion (Charlie, Sharon Seconded): To revise or develop Amazon Kindle editions 

of ACA literature so that they correspond to the same page in hard copy 

publications.

Background: This would enact ABC Ballot Measure #2, which calls for this paging 

system in the BRB, and apply it to Amazon Kindle editions of all ACA literature. 

This paging system will make it easier for meeting attendees to find the same 

place in literature regardless of which format they are using. WSO is working 

with professional help to accomplish this within the challenges of the software.

Results: All in Favor

Delegates deem 

RESOLVED, Removed 

from Agenda

2021-11

We propose that WSO 

consider setting up an ACA 

International Literature 

Scholarship fund for 

members who cannot 

afford ACA literature due 

to the price of the 

literature in their local 

currency, the exchange 

rate for their currency 

against the dollar, or due 

to their individual financial 

constraints.

Delegates deem 

RESOLVED, Removed 

from Agenda
Motion (Charlie, Sharon Seconded): To establish an International Literature 

Scholarship Fund, to which members may make dedicated contributions.

Background: The availability of affordable ACA literature is essential to helping 

new fellowships get launched. But as ACA continues to grow globally, many 

countries struggle to purchase affordable literature, especially when they are 

first getting established and local delivery channels and/or printing solutions 

have not been developed. The International Literature Scholarship Fund would 

enable ACA members to directly support new international fellowships, by 

donating money to support literature purchases.

Results: All in Favor

Passed at: Board Working Session meeting on 4/1/21 

Documentation Link: https://acawso.org/2021/04/08/april- 10-2021-aca-wso-

teleconference-agenda/)



2021-16

We propose that WSO 

create an International 

Literature Scholarship 

Fund to help offset 

literature costs for 

meetings in emerging 

countries.

Delegates deem 

RESOLVED, Removed 

from Agenda

2021-17

We propose that the 

Annual Business 

Conference (ABC) grant a 

representative from the 

proposing group of each 

ballot item (on the 

agenda) 3 minutes to 

speak to its meaning, 

intent, and importance. 

This would occur after the 

initial reading of the item 

but before general 

comments begin.

Motion (Charlie, Sharon Seconded): To amend the ABC ballot process so that a 

measure’s sponsoring group is given up to 3 minutes to introduce a ballot 

measure before delegates begin group conscience discussion.

Background: At present, the only explanation of ballot measures is the written 

forms that sponsors fill out for the fellowship ballot voting process. Starting 

ballot discussions with a brief introduction by sponsors could give delegates 

greater context about a measure’s intended purpose, and the problem it seeks 

to address, before group discussion begins.

Results: All in Favor

Passed at: Board Working Session meeting on 4/1/21 

Documentation Link: https://acawso.org/2021/04/08/april- 10-2021-aca-wso-

teleconference-agenda/)

Delegates deem 

RESOLVED, Removed 

from Agenda

Motion (Charlie, Sharon Seconded): To establish an International Literature 

Scholarship Fund, to which members may make dedicated contributions.

Background: The availability of affordable ACA literature is essential to helping 

new fellowships get launched. But as ACA continues to grow globally, many 

countries struggle to purchase affordable literature, especially when they are 

first getting established and local delivery channels and/or printing solutions 

have not been developed. The International Literature Scholarship Fund would 

enable ACA members to directly support new international fellowships, by 

donating money to support literature purchases.

Results: All in Favor

Passed at: Board Working Session meeting on 4/1/21 

Documentation Link: https://acawso.org/2021/04/08/april- 10-2021-aca-wso-

teleconference-agenda/)



2021-18

We propose that the 

Annual Business 

Conference (ABC) and the 

ACA World Convention 

(AWC) should occur 

annually with live online 

access to the International 

fellowship. This proposal 

should be included in the 

Operating Procedures & 

Planning Manual (OPPM).

Motion (Charlie, Sharon Seconded): To amend the OPPM to clarify that virtual 

Annual World Convention programming will be made available in conjunction 

with any live, in-person AWCs. This would include opening and closing 

ceremonies, major in-person talks, and a mix of in-person programming and 

offsite workshops to reflect the fellowship’s international fellowship and 

character.

Background: As a result of Covid-19, the 2020 and 2021 AWCs have been 

entirely virtual. The benefits have been significant: More ACA members can 

participate if travel costs are not required; AWC participation appears to be 

jump-starting international fellowships; and both international and North 

American members reported an increased sense of global fellowship after the 

2020 AWC. This also puts the AWC on a par with the Annual Business 

Conference, by making virtual participation available. For logistical reasons, in-

person and virtual program may differ in specific respects but will address the 

same overall recovery themes.

Results: All in Favor 

Delegates deem 

RESOLVED, Removed 

from Agenda

2021-15

We propose that the ACA 

fellowship approve the 

Global Members 

Subcommittee as a 

Standing WSO Committee.

Motion: (Jim, seconded by Sharon) To make Global Members a standing 

committee immediately and over the next year look at how the Members 

Committee and its subcommittees, the European Committee and Regions can be 

organized to support members globally

Results: Results: 9 in Favor, 1 Against, 1 Abstain

Passed at: Board Working Session meeting on 4/22/21 

Documentation Link: documentation forthcoming for 5/8 monthly Board telecon

Delegates deem 

RESOLVED, Removed 

from Agenda


